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ABSTRACT

We formulate a consistent multiparametric differential calculus on the quadratic coor-
dinate algebra of the quantum vector space and use this as a toot to obtain a deformation of the
associated symplectic phase space involving ^~li + \ deformation parameters. A consistent cal-
culus on the relation subspace is also constructed. This is achieved with the help of a restricted
ansatz and solving the consistency conditions to directly arrive at the main commutation structures
without any reference to the il-matrix. However, the non-standard /J-matrices for GLTi?i/(n)
and Spr,qij(2n) can be easily read off from the commutation relations involving coordinates and
derivatives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In standard quantum mechanics the momenta are expressible in terms of derivatives with
respect to mutually commuting coordinates. The coordinates and momenta taken together satisfy
the Heisenberg commutation relations. In their interesting work, Wess and Zumino [1] were led
to the ^-deformation of these commutation relations. They introduced noncommuting coordinates
by making the relation subspace of quadratic coordinate algebra dependent upon a continuous pa-
rameter q and developed a differential calculus for functions of these noncommuting coordinates.
The coordinate derivatives which also satisfy ^-dependent commutation relations can be used to
define momenta canonically conjugate to the coordinates, thereby modifying the standard commu-
tation relations. However, the work of Wess and Zumino relies heavily on the explicit results of
the Leningrad school [2] for the general linear quantum group. Our first problem in this paper is to
reformulate their ideas in such a manner that the main commutation structures may be derived anew
without any reference to the iS-matrix approach. This can easily be generalized to multiparameter
deformations [3, 4, 5] involving the maximal number of parameters for deformation of Lie groups.
The differential calculus on the n-dimensional quantum hyperplane is used as a tool to obtain a
multiparametric deformation of the associated 2 rc-dimensiona] symplectic phase space [6], We
shall follow an explicit approach. This explicit procedure has the advantage that one does not need
to know apriori the solutions of the Yang-Baxter algebra underlying the whole formulation. How-
ever, in the process we are directly led to multiparameter ^-matrices corresponding to GLri(iJ(n)
and5pT.j,1/(2n).

2. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ON THE QUANTUM HYPERPLANE

We commence our considerations with a two-dimensional quantum plane which can be
defined in terms of coordinates z1 and z2 which are subject to the basic commutation relation

z1 z2 = qz2 2' . (2.1)

In general, the quommutation relations between derivatives and coordinates has the form (summa-
tion over repeated indices is understood)

di z>' = si + c* z* dk (2.2)

where C is a 4 x 4 numerical matrix. We shall now make the following ansatz to arrive at the
explicit form of the commutation relations between coordinates and derivatives:

z1 di+bz2 d2

0i z2 =

d2 z] =

(2.3)

T



where
a = C,1,1 ,b = Cjf.c = C}\,d = C]?,e = Cg . (2.4)

We shall also impose the requirement of invariance under GL,(2), i.e. it is required that the com-
mutation relations between the coordinates and their derivatives should still hold if ?* is replaced by
tj z> where the tj commute with the zl and generate the quantum matrix bialgebra. The quantum
aspect of the structure (tj) is contained in the multiplication according to

c« *« *1 = *t *i cSfn - (2-5)

If i = j = 1 and m = n = 2 it is clear that the above formula demands

a = e = r2 (say) . (2.6)

This additional deformation parameter r can assume a value which is in principle different from q.

Determination of the remaining coefficients:

The hitherto unknown coefficients b, c and d can all be determined from the linear and
quadratic consistency conditions on the calculus. The linear consistency condition demands that
the basic relation (2.1) should still hold if we differentiate it with respect to either zl or z2. Making
use of the deformed Leibniz rule (2.2) we find

Furthermore, quadratic consistency condition requires that

e = q c

Consider the following diagram

r1 zl 9,
/

\
a,

\

/

(2.7)

(2.8)

There are two routes for going from d\ z* z1 \az1z'd\. The equivalence of these two routes yields
(2.8). Substituting the values of the coefficients in (2.3) we obtain the following, explicit form of
the deformed commutation relations between coordinates and derivatives:

r2 - \)z2

=p z2 9,

= q z[ dt

(2.9)

Here we have introduced p = r2 jq.

Given these niles one can also find the commutation relations among derivates. Let us
try the following form:

where / is to be determined. The two possible ways of reordering a product di &2 zk tozkd2di (k -
•1,2) should be equal, which requires / = q/r2. Therefore

-
P (2.11)

So we have arrived at a consistent two-parameter deformation of the algebra of coordinates and
corresponding derivatives.

The fl-matrix for GL,,r(2) can be easily read off from the commutation relations be-
tween coordinates and derivatives (Eq.(2.9)) which is given below,

/ T 0 0 0 \

0 r -

0 0

\ 0 0 O r /

(2.12)

Our considerations are general enough to go over to multiparametric deformation of the quantum
hyperplane and the calculus involving maximal number * " ^ - + 1 of deformation parameter of
the general linear group.

For i < j , i, j = 1,2 , . . . , n, p^ = r2 /(ji; the commutation relations of the calculus
assume the following general form;

z ® z : zJ - 5i; z' z* (2.13)

8 z : diz1' = 1 + r2 z{ di + {r2 - 1) © " zk dk

d, z; = pij z' 9,

dd: didj = —c

The explicit form of the A-matrix is given by

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where qa = 1 andp^ = r 2 / p i ; .



3. QUANTUM BOSONIC PHASE SPACE

The phase space of ordinary quantum mechanics involves coordinates and momenta

which satisfy the standard Hcisenberg commutation relations

The coordinate algebra spanning 2 n generators ?' and p< is preserved under transformations of the
symplectic group Sp( 2 n) which mix coordinates and momenta. We show that a similar situation
arises for the commutation relations in a multiparameter differential calculus. The multiparameter
quantum analogue of classical Heisenberg algebra is presented here which is covariant under the
coaction of the quantum symplectic group involving " ^ ^ - + 1 deformation parameters. We closely
follow Zumino's work on (j-deformation of phase space [7].

Let us proceed by relating noncommuting coordinates zy and derivatives di of the n-
dimensional quantum hyperplane to the variable i"(o = l , 2 , . . . 2 n = TV) of the symplectic
phase space in the following way:

x' = p-.( x"*' = zi (3.2)

where7 = n+ 1 — i. Evidently xN*i~> = zi is the variable canonically conjugate to x\ In the
following we let t' = N + 1 — i. The momenta p,- and the derivatives 9* are related to each other
by

Pi = — ihr* di . (3.3)

Note that this is easily understood as generalization of p< = -tftg*3,- to the multiparameter case.

4-d phase space:

We shall first consider the simplest non-trivial case of a four dimensional quantum phase
space with bosonic coordinates which are identified with coordinates and momenta of a two-
dimensional quantum plane as:

l x2 = p , =-ihr2di, x3=z\ x4 = z2 ,

The coordinates satisfy

with(l ' = 4 , 2 ' =

xb =

/12 = T— = 7— = hv = V
jw h'v

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

while for a pair of conjugate coordinates we have

r2 x" xl = ihr + x1 x4

r1 x3 x2 =>fc+z2x3 - r - ' f r 2 - ! ) ! 1 x4 . (3.7a, 6)

In (3.4>-(3.7) we have given the complete set of commutation rules for the two-parameter bosonic
phase space. They were obtained from the two-parameter form of the differential calculus on the
quantum plane in the previous section. The classical coordinate algebra of the phase space is

n

> [z ,pi] = inn. (3.8)

In the present case n = 2. The quantum analogue of this symplectic constraint is given by

r~2 x1 x* + r~x x2 x3 - r x* x2 - r2 z4 xx = - t h [2] (3.9)

where the angular brackets stand for the <j-analogue

(3.10)

For n = 2, we have [ 2] = r + r 1 . The left-hand side of (3.9) gives the expression for symplectic
length element which may be compared with that for SU( 2) length element a\ai + oj02 [8].

Another remarkable fact about the phase space commutation relations given by (3.4)
through (3.7) is that they are invariant under a quantum-symplectic transformation of matrix T =
(t° i) which mixes coordinates and momenta. This becomes clear if (i) we cast the commutation
relations in matrix form with the help of the multiparameter JJ-matrix of quantum Sp(2n); (ii)
use the properties that T matrices satisfy

TCTt = TtCT = C

TC~l T' = Tl CT1 T =

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

where T* is the transpose of the matrix T. The metric C is the additional structure which has to be
implemented in a consistent manner for symplectic groups. C is antidiagonal for Sp,iq(4) given
by

C4) = -r2, C32 = -r, Cn = r ' 1 , Cu = r-1

i.e.

C =

.—r

(3.14)

Now as far as the constant inhomogeneous part of the algebra is concerned, it is proportional to
C and is preserved under quantum-symplectic transformation by virtue of (3.12). On the other
hand, the homogeneous quadratic part of the algebra is preserved in the usual way by virtue of the
RTF relations (3.11). Similarly it follows from (3.12) that relation (3.9) is also preserved under the
action of quantum symplectic group.

T T



4. CALCULUS ON QUANTUM SYMPLECTIC PHASE SPACE

For formulating a differential calculus on the algebra spanned by x" we can proceed along
the lines of Section 2. Namely, we start from the basic relations and a suitably restrictive ansatz for
the cross-commutation relations between variables xa and the corresponding derivatives da.

It turns out on actually carrying our this programme that for reasons of mathematical
consistency one cannot work with the full space xa but rather with a suitable subspace of it. A
consistent choice of the relation subspace is

x2 %* = p i 4 x2,

X1 X 3 = Q X3 X1

Xs z 4 = q x4 x*

j'-i^'-r-1*2 = 0 . ( 4 . 1 o - e )

Note that (4.1a-d) are equivalent to (3.5) and (3.6). The last relation in the above set is realized

by taking a linear combination of (3.7a) and (3.7b) by introducing an undetermined multiplier A

whose value can be calculated by explicitly solving the linear and quadratic consistency conditions,

i.e.

(ihr+x1 x4 -r2 x* I1) + A{ih+x2 I ' - r ^ x4 r2 I 3 x2) = 0 ,x4 - r2 I 3

In this case A = - r , Note that the inhomogeneous terms get cancelled and therefore do not appear
in the relation. Alternatively, following the presciption of Wess and Zumino [1] we can think
in terms of projection operators onto the subspace of eigenvectors of fE-matrix whose minimal
polynomial is of decree three. The matrix B is such tht {E — B) is proportional to the projection
operators P. The fi-matrix for Sp,,r(4) satisfies the following eigenvalue equation

{R-T) {R+r-i)=Q (4.2)

where \2 = r,\\ = —r ' and )>o = - r~ 3 . The three projection operators yield the corresponding
quantum planes <E < i 1 , x2, i 3 , i 4 ) jP^x ® x. For t = 1 we obtain the same coordinate algebra
(4.1) which we chose earlier and i = 0 gives the statement for vanishing of the symplectic length
element. Thus the projection subspace can also be realized by following the H-matrix approach of
Faddeev, Reshetikhin and Takhtajan.

It is now possible to construct a consistent differential calculus on the projection sub-
space. For this one needs to know all the rules for pushing derivatives through coordinates. We
shall propose the following ansatz (1 < a < 6 < 4): (summation over c is implied)

xa' da (4.3)

where

with

and

(PI,PI,P3,PA) = ( 2 , 1 , - 1 , - 2 )

£i = 62 = - £3 = - £4= 1

It remains for us to determine the six a coefficients which appear in (4.3). This is summarized
below.

Determination ota's:

The crucial consistency check on the calculus is provided by commutativity of the fol-
lowing diagram

i* a, xc

\

\
xcdax

b

a = fc=l, c = 2 gives aj = (r2 - l)r2 = ^ 2 ._ 1W-3

0 = 2 , 6 = 1 , c = 2 gives a\ = (r2 - l )r"3

a = 6 = 1 , c = 3 gives a3 = - ( r 2 - l ) r" '

The remaining coefficient comes out to be a\ = (r2 - 1) r~4.

Remark All the unknown coefficients in the ansatz have been determined from (4.1a) and

(4.1b) only. One can check that the remaining quadratic relations do not give any new results.

Finally, in order to complete the calculus we give the commutation rules among deriva-
tives.



For non-conjugate pairs:

= q~1 8281,

, 93 94 = p"1 (4 .4o-d)

For conjugate pairs:

f 82 83 — T~ dj 82 = 8[ di — 9 4 ft . (4.5)

Generalization:

The above calculus can be easily generalized for a 2 n-dimensional coordinate space of

For 1 < t < j < n.

2 2

Jj'i' hf

of =

the coordinates satisfy

fha, l<a<b<2n

r2 xi xl = x' xf - (r2 - 1) r'*-*'' 0 1 ' x> x>' -

where x% Cx is the symplectic constraint given by

[n]
(4.6)

(4.7)

Here the metric C = Co rp; (Co)ab = € a S*b', P = diag(p\ ,pi,... ,pin)- The general form of the
commutation relations between coordinates and derivatives is as follows:

8a x" = 1 + r2 x" di + (r2 - 1) 0CO i c dc + 0"'° 0% x"' d^

fab

= I8' da . (4.8)

Finally, the derivatives obey

da db = ^ § - dt, da

r ' 2

9

^ . (4,9)

The explicit form of the ^—^- + 1 parameter dependent fi-matrix for SpTiqi)(2n) is given by

(4.10)

where
r2 r2

/oo = 1, fob - r2/fba, Ub - 7— = ~r- = /o-y

and the independent coefficients are

5. CONCLUSIONS

One can obtain explicitly, a multiparametric deformation of the coordinate algebras and
their calculus corresponding to the A-^\ and Cn series of the classical Lie groups. For construct-
ing a consistent differential calculus on the symplectic phase space, we have to choose a suitable
subspace of it rather than working in the full space. In our discussion we have not introduced
the exterior differential d, but for a complete picture of the calculus it is essential. However, the
explicit form of the multiparameter E-matrices have been obtained from the commutation rela-
tions between derivatives and variables alone, without taking resourse to the d's. The number of
independent deformation parameters turns out to be in agreement with Reshetikhin's [9] results.
An analogous treatment can be applied to obtain deformation of the coordinate algebras of vector
spaces corresponding to the Bn and Dn series.
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